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EDITORS’ TAKE

SeneGence Founder Joni Rogers-Kante’s deep-seated calling 

to help other women find their purpose and improve their 

lifestyle stretches beyond the boundaries of the SeneGence 

name. For the past 17 years, under her leadership, the company 

has been bringing practical, effective cosmetics and skin care 

products to the marketplace along with a financial opportunity 

where all women can reach success and help others reach theirs. 

Offering an avenue for women to prosper independently 

with products they feel passionate about is the reason intelligent 

women around the globe are starting their own SeneGence 

business. With the launch of this first edition of ACCLAIM, 

SeneGence reveals what it means to be a member of the 

SeneGence Royal Court. From Maiden to Lady to Countess 

and beyond—to the highest rank of Empress—the Sisterhood 

is igniting change in their own lives, joining hands to help each 

other and finding financial freedom and friendship along the way.

In this maiden issue, you will hear from founder Joni Rogers-Kante, 

whose vision and passion fueled the SeneGence dream to fruition, and 

is leading the movement to improve the lives of women around the 

globe. The power of determination will be unveiled by Crown Princess 

Cathy Hoolihan, who explains how a career switch led her down a 

path of success that she never dreamed of. See how a life-changing 

event helped a SeneGence family into their first home and hear 

what top-ranked distributors love the most about SeneGence.

Plus, acclaimed speaker and author of Making Time, Making 

Money, Rita Davenport, will take you through the three-step 

process of finding your purpose in life, throwing yourself into 

that thing that feeds your soul and never looking back.

We’re so excited to present this debut issue of ACCLAIM that 

gets to the heart of how SeneGence is changing lives, improving 

their communities, assuring economic health for its members and 

helping others make achievements they never thought possible. 

Welcome!
The Editorial Staff

S
SeneGence 

is changing lives, 
improving their 

communities, assuring 
economic health 

and helping others 
make achievements 
they never thought 

possible.
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CHOOSE
MORE PEOPLE THAN EVER ARE DISCOVERING 
CAREERS THEY CAN BE PASSIONATE ABOUT 
THROUGH DIRECT SELLING.

PASSION
YOUR 

B Y  D E A N A  N A L L
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n the years following the 2008 � nancial crisis, 
many employed Americans have simply been 
happy to have jobs. The unemployment rate has 
been dropping in recent years, and that’s great 

news, right?
But one question is often overlooked. Do Americans 

enjoy their jobs? According to the Conference Board, a 
nonpro� t research group, 52.3 percent of Americans were 
unhappy with their jobs in 2014. That’s the majority of 
working Americans. Thirty years ago, the Conference 
Board found that over 60 percent of Americans were happy 
in their jobs. What has been happening to cause workers 
to be so unhappy?

The missing factor could be passion. Any employee 
can drive to the of� ce every day, but how many of them 
anticipate each workday with passion? Is it possible for 
people to have passion about their careers anymore?

The nearly 100 million people who make up the global 
direct selling industry believe so, and this number is 
growing as industry sales continue to increase. The World 
Federation of Direct Selling Associations has reported a 
three-year compound annual growth rate of 6.5 percent 
for the period of 2011-2014, according to Direct Selling 
News (DSN). And as sales have grown, career satisfaction 
within the industry has been high. 

Direct selling is increasingly seen 
as a modern, sustainable 

professional pursuit, and that 
means more opportunity for more 

people over time.” 
—Joseph N. Mariano, President, U.S. Direct Selling Association 

I

CHOOSE
PASSION
YOUR 
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Accord ing to an on l ine s tudy by Harr is Pol l 
commissioned by DSN, 85 percent of current direct sellers 
reported a good or excellent experience as independent 
contractors for direct selling firms in 2014. And word of 
the benefits direct selling can offer is spreading like never 
before. In 2014, retail sales in the direct selling industry 
rose to 6.4 percent, which is a record high, according to 
DSN. Distributor numbers grew by 3.4 percent to 99.7 
million people—another record high. These percentages 
and numbers reflect real people whose careers and lives 
have been changed in a dramatic way. They also reveal a 
level of passion that many workers in traditional careers 
have been missing.

GET YOUR FREEDOM 

BACK
number of key characteristics of direct 
selling contribute to this high rate of career 
satisfaction. For one thing, people would 
rather answer to themselves than someone 

else. In a direct selling career, workers function as 
independent contractors who set their own hours 
and goals. This offers a level of freedom absent from 
traditional career paths. More Americans today want to 
be in control of their own success, and they also desire 
more time with their families. Scheduling meetings around 
Little League games and dance recitals is more than an 
issue of convenience. This kind of flexibility helps people 
create healthier relationships with their work, which leads 
to higher levels of contentment.

Direct selling also allows people to choose which type 
of business upon which to build their careers. Whether 
someone’s passion is nutrition, fitness, beauty, travel or 
many other options, a career is attainable through the 
wide variety of products and services available through 
direct selling companies. Having the freedom and power 
to choose a company with a mission that someone feels 
passionate about can make all the difference between 
career contentment and career resentment. And people are 
choosing the former in record numbers. In the U.S. alone 
in 2014, 18.2 million people participated in direct selling 
and generated $34 billion in retail sales, according to DSN.

“People become involved in direct selling for many 
reasons, including a love of a company’s products and 
services, a way to supplement income, the desire for more 
work-life balance or a more substantial opportunity to 
build a business,” says Joseph N. Mariano, President 
of the U.S. Direct Selling Association. “Direct selling is 
increasingly seen as a modern, sustainable professional 
pursuit, and that means more opportunity for more people 
over time.”

To help illustrate the growth and sustainability of the 
direct sales industry, DSN compiles an annual Global 100 
list. This list is made up of direct sales companies that grew 
$100 million or more in a single year. In 2014, 16 direct 
sales companies were named to the Global 100 list, and 69 
percent of those companies had also made the list in 2013.

Americans are tired of not having control over their 
time, money and futures. More important, they are tired 
of working passionless jobs. There once was a time in 
which only a select few had the opportunity to own their 
own businesses. But direct selling makes that opportunity 
available to the masses. Business ownership creates 
exciting possibilities for success in an environment that 
people can control themselves. Being passionate about 
work is not an unattainable ideal. It’s something that more 
people than ever are choosing through direct sales.   

A
Business ownership creates 

exciting possibilities for success in 
an environment that people can 

control themselves.

CHOOSE
PASSION
YOUR 
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WHY DIRECT SELLING
 WORKS FOR WOMEN

5
PERSONAL GROWTH 
In too many cases, people stop learning 

when their formal education ends. Owning 
your own business, and being part of a direct 
selling business in particular, fosters the 
need for continued personal growth. From 
overcoming personal challenges such as 
shyness to discovering how to make the most 
of your best character traits, direct selling 
companies provide a platform for astounding 
personal growth. 

6
SOCIAL ASPECT 

W o m e n  o f  e v e r y  a g e  e n j o y  t h e 
relat ionships developed through their 
home-based businesses. It’s not just moms 
with small children who crave interaction 
with other adults. I t ’s also retirees who 
want to remain active, and even women 
who are new to a location and want to meet 
new people. Direct selling organizations 
of fer a community of positive interaction 
for women around the world.

1
FREEDOM AND 
FLEXIBILITY 

Flexibility is perhaps one of the most 
appealing aspects that working from home 
provides. The freedom to choose when and 
how much to work is something that traditional 
employment does not offer. 

2
FINANCIAL SECURITY 

AND CONTROL 
Job security is a myth. Building your own 

business allows you to control your financial 
future. Whether you’re using your business 
to create a savings cushion, to make ends 
meet or to replace a corporate income, direct 
selling gives you options and the ability to take 
control. 

3
TAX BENEFITS 

OK, so perhaps tax benefits aren’t the most 
exciting aspect of owning your own home-
based business. But the allowable deductions 
can make a real difference in what your family 
pays in taxes each year. From deducting 
utilities from a portion of your home (if you 
have a designated office space) to supplies 
and mileage, the savings can add up. Be sure 
to check with a tax advisor who specializes 
in home-based businesses for the latest in 
acceptable deductions. 

4
RECOGNITION 

When was the last time someone cheered 
when you walked in the door at work? 
Recognition is something that is practically 
nonexistent in an adult’s day-to-day life, but 
not if you’re part of an industry that excels at 
praising its workforce. Being recognized for 
efforts and achievements is an integral part of 
the direct selling experience. 

7
NO LIMITS 

When you’re employed by someone else, 
you rely on them to give you a raise. When 
you’re the boss, you decide! Direct selling 
offers representatives a chance to set their 
own goals, dream big and create the life they 
want with no restrictions on territory or income. 
Perhaps that’s one reason why more young 
women are choosing this alternative career 
path over the corporate world. 
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DAWN CHRISTIAN TEACHES OTHERS HOW TO LIVE 
THEIR DREAMS THROUGH SENEGENCE.
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1
DAWN’S BEAUTY 

TIP
Eyes are the windows 

to the soul, brows 
frame the face and 

liner and shadow make 
the eyes pop!

2
HER FAVORITE 

QUOTE
“Losers quit when they 

fail. Winners fail until 
they succeed.” 

– Robert Kiyosaki

3
HER 

“GO TO” 
ITEM

MakeSense 

Foundation, because 
not only does it feel 
weightless, it covers, 

helps to fi ght the aging 
process and stays on 

through anything! I love 
the Advanced Anti-

Aging Formula.This company has 
provided us the freedom 

to live and give—a 
beautiful combination!

awn Christ ian is  a  wife , a 
busy mom of three children 
and the leader of one of the 
most successful teams within 

SeneGence. That kind of life doesn’t just 
fall into place. “You can’t just wing it!” she 
says. “It takes a calendar and planning and 
scheduling work around family time.” 

The balancing act is well worth it, though, 
because she has the best of both worlds—being 
a hands-on mom, building a business she loves 
and traveling the world with her husband. 
“I’ve done things I didn’t think I could 
do,” Dawn says. “I’ve overcome fears. I’m 
teaching my kids they can really do anything. 
We are building our dream home because 
of SeneGence. This company has provided 
us the freedom to live and give—a beautiful 
combination!”

In the 10 years since Dawn began building 
her SeneGence business, she has rarely faced a 
goal she couldn’t meet or surpass. Oklahoma 
state leader? Check. One million in sales? 
Check. “Goals are a major part of my success,” 
she says. “Without them, I know I wouldn’t 
be where I am. Tell someone your goals, write 
them down, and put a plan in place!”

D

Her most recent achievement was reaching 
the recognition rank of Sapphire Queen 
and pushing her team to its highest level of 
productivity. “Queen was never really on my 
radar, but these women have taught me the 
sky is the limit,” Dawn says. Second to her 
family, her team, with its foundation of love 
and support, is what drives her to excel. “I am 
grateful for the support of my husband, and I 
am thrilled I get to share my journey with him. 
And the relationships I have with my team are 
immeasurable. I have hundreds of girlfriends 
and sisters who love me, push me and keep 
me going. They are loyal, committed, and they 
truly embody everything I could hope for.” 

Dawn and her
husband, Cheyenne.

Dawn and her
children.

HOME  ADA, OKLAHOMA

RANK  SAPPHIRE QUEEN

STATE LEADER OF OKLAHOMA
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JUMP-START YOUR LIFE WITH A CAREER 
OPPORTUNITY THAT LETS YOU SHINE. 

B Y  B R I T T A N Y  G L E N N

JUMP-START YOUR LIFE WITH A CAREER JUMP-START YOUR LIFE WITH A CAREER 

B Y  B R I T T A N Y  G L E N N

�e�e� blblb ilil nini ggngn
BRING ON
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n her best-selling book Knowing Your Value (Weinstein Books; 
2012), Mika Brzezinski takes an honest look at women in the 
workplace. Although Mika is a well-respected journalist who 
serves as co-host of MSNBC’s Morning Joe, she admits that she 
almost left the show in 2008 when she discovered she was being 
paid signi� cantly less than her male colleagues. In the book, 
Mika attempts to answer the question, “Why are women so 
often overlooked and underpaid in the workplace?”I

gg
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Celebrating success is more 
meaningful when you have 

mentored others along the way.”

WHAT WOMEN WANT
Why indeed? Women only want the recognition and rewards 

they deserve. Women who want to live life to its fullest know that 
the ideal career opportunity will not only allow them to shine but 
also reward them for helping other women succeed. Celebrating 
success is much more meaningful when you have mentored others 
along the way. 

Because women want to be a part of something greater than 
themselves, they might give up � nancial rewards in exchange for 
doing something meaningful. But the ideal business opportunity 
would offer both lucrative returns and a chance to in� uence and 
lead others on their journey.

Another prerequisite for a perfect career opportunity is 
freedom of time. We women often assume more than our fair share 
of errands and taking care of things on the home front—so much 
so that our leisure time is compromised. This is why the ideal 
opportunity for a busy woman is a business opportunity that will 
allow her to work smart instead of long hours—an opportunity 
that allows a � exible work schedule.

CROWN PRINCESS RINGS

Choose a company 
that has a solid history 

of promoting and 
empowering women.”

Distributors bring on the bling when they reach the Crown Princess status. Each one is presented with a unique, custom-made 

ring adorned with genuine gemstones of their choice. These rings celebrate the distributors and the success they have achieved 

on their journey to become SeneGence royalty.

SeneGence_Bring_on_thebling.indd   14 3/7/16   1:45 PM
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WHEN WAS YOUR LAST DECENT 

VACATION? If you can’t remember, 
you’re like many people. But as a 
SeneGence distributor, you can qualify 
for all-expenses-paid excursions 
to tropical island destinations, 
portside paradises and picturesque 
European cities. Distributors can 
qualify for both the LIPS (League of 
Independent Personal Sponsors) 
Trip, which travels to an international 
destination annually, and the SeneStar 
Trip, which takes distributors to U.S. 
domestic destinations such as the 
Bahamas, Puerto Rico and Hawaii. 

“Earning an all-expenses-paid trip to 
either or both of our annual destinations 
truly is achievable for any distributor,” 

says Kirsten Aguilar, SeneGence VP of 
Marketing. “We encourage consistent 
activity in both sales and team building, 
and we show our distributors the steps 
to achieve these goals. Year after year, 
we have amazing adventures with our 
business builders and their families, 
and we look forward to new distributors 
joining us each trip. Whether you see 
yourself experiencing a night in an ice 
hotel in Switzerland or swimming with 
the manta rays in Hawaii, set your sights 
on joining us for the SeneStar and 
the LIPS trips. Isn’t it time to celebrate 
your success at destinations you may 
have only dreamed about visiting?”

In January 2016, LIPS-Trip-
qualifying SeneGence distributors 
traveled to Rome to bask in the dolce 
vita lifestyle and Mediterranean 
rhythms, in addition to viewing 
globally infl uential art, architecture 
and culture. Past destinations have 
included Bali, Paris and Switzerland.

The next SeneGence 
adventure is right around the 
corner. Bring on your bling! 

EXOTIC
EXCURSIONS, ANYONE?

IS IT POSSIBLE TO “HAVE IT ALL” 

IN A CAREER OPPORTUNITY? 

Today’s woman is open to new 
avenues for career success, not just 
the traditional 9-to-5 jobs o� ered by 
corporate America.

WHEN SEARCHING FOR THE RIGHT 

V E H I C LE  F O R YO U R S U C C E S S , 

HERE ARE SOME TIPS TO HELP YOU 

IDENTIFY THE RIGHT OPPORTUNITY:

OPPORTUNITY
OPTIMAL

1
Invest in a business opportunity o� ered 
by a company that puts people before 

profi ts. Make sure they truly care about 
their people.

2
Choose a company that has a solid 

history of promoting and 

empowering women.

3 

Make sure the business opportunity will 
reward you for what you are worth—

and not a penny less. 
You deserve it.

4
Pay attention to the benefi ts o� ered 

by a company, as well as the potential 

income. Are their people incentivized to 
succeed through rewards such as a car 

allowance and exotic trips?

5
Choose an opportunity that lets you 

express the inner you and refl ects who 
you are, inside and out. 

THERE IS ANOTHER WAY TO GET 

A NEW CAR aside from winning one 
on the TV show The Price Is Right or 
traveling back in time to Oprah’s 
car-giveaway days. SeneGence, a 
woman-owned company, o� ers a home-
based business opportunity that enables 
you to earn your way into a new car. And 
the odds of succeeding are a lot better.

As a SeneGence distributor, 
you can earn a car allowance on 
any new blue make or model car 
of your choice based on your sales 
and sponsoring achievements. 

“The SeneCar program allows 
our distributors the opportunity to 
drive a beautiful new car and earn a 
car allowance,” says Kirsten Aguilar, 
SeneGence VP of Marketing. “This 
reward is something we are very proud 

to o� er, and it gives our distributors the 
freedom to choose the car that best 
fi ts their lifestyle and business needs. 
And what gets our distributors into the 
driver’s seat of their new SeneCar is 
meeting monthly goals that combine 
their personal sales with team sales. As 
an added bonus, earning their allowance 
for this trophy on wheels allows them 
to budget that money somewhere 
else valuable to them—whether it be 
for their family or their business.”

A BRAND NEW CAR!

EXOTICEXOTIC
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SHARON SCOTT AND JADA CECILP R O F I L E S
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SHARON SCOTT AND DAUGHTER-IN-LAW JADA CECIL 
SHARE BIG DREAMS AND A BRIGHT FUTURE. 

FRIENDS &

FAMILY
B Y  K . C .  B A R L O W
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ada Cecil and her mother-in-law 
Sharon Scott can’t help but laugh 
when they recall the � rst time they 
heard about SeneGence. A loyal 

customer of their popular fashion boutiques 
had invited them to her house for a demo 
party. “She owns a cleaning business, so 
we assumed we would be buying cleaning 
supplies,” Jada says. “Boy, were we surprised!” 

When they got their hands on LipSense, 
they knew right away it was a product that 
women everywhere would want. “It was so 
long-lasting—it seemed magical,” Sharon says. 
“We love all of the products, everything about 
them. We have tossed all our other brands 
and are both in committed relationships with 
everything SeneGence!” 

Today they lead their growing “Dream 
Team” from their homes in Oklahoma and 
incorporate SeneGence products into their 
boutiques. “Our team is responsible for every 
bit of our success in SeneGence,” Sharon 
says. “We have very strategic goals for each 
person on our team. We want to see them each 
succeed in their own way.” As best friends and 
family—who love to laugh—Jada and Sharon 
let their personalities determine how they 
divide the work. “We’ve just found where we 
each � t best,” Jada says. “I am more wild and 

J 1
THEIR BEAUTY 

TIP
Confi dence is 
contagious!

2
THEIR FAVORITE 

QUOTE
“Pearls are always 

appropriate.” 

3
THEIR

“GO TO” 
ITEM

Samon LipSense 

because it is a bold, 
confi dent color that 
makes us feel fi erce!

competitive, and thankfully, I have Sharon to 
keep us on track. She’s more structured and 
realistic, which provides a great balance for 
our duo!” 

Most important, Sharon and Jada want 
more women around the world to experience 
the rewards SeneGence has brought into 
their lives. “We have increased, not only our 
business and personal financial wealth, but 
we have also increased our wealth in lifelong 
friends,” Jada says. “We have been able 
to work less and travel more. It’s fun and 
rewarding, and we love the sisterhood!”

We have tossed all 
our other brands and 
are both in committed 

relationships with 
everything SeneGence!

RANK  QUEEN

Jada Cecil

Sharon Scott

HOME  ENID, OKLAHOMA

RANK  EMERALD QUEEN DUO
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UNCOVER YOUR SKIN’S 

YOUTHFUL GLOW AND 

LOOK YOUR BEAUTIFUL 

BEST WITH

B Y  B R I T T A N Y  G L E N N

youMORE BEAUTIFUL 

SeneGence
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color technology that provides a non-
wax covering that stays on your lips and 
naturally shields from the sun. 

“The proprietary formulations and 
color pigments in LipSense help create a 
mechanical covering for the lips,” says 
Joni Rogers-Kante, Founder and CEO of 
SeneGence Intl. “So your lips are more 
protected from harmful rays. The long-
lasting properties of LipSense are enhanced 
by any of the LipSense moisturizing 
glosses, which are formulated with Shea 
butter to keep the lips moist and plump.” 

SenseCosmet ics are h igh qual ity, 
unique color cosmetics that combine 
anti-aging skin care with patented long-
lasting color technologies to make looking 

Joni Rogers-Kante, SeneGence 

Intl. Founder and CEO, traveled 
around the world to fi nd the most 
benefi cial ingredients to use in the 
company’s proprietary products. In the 
Vanuatu string of islands in the South 
Pacifi c, she worked with scientists 
to discover anti-aging ingredients 
proven benefi cial to the skin.

“I fi rst traveled to Vanuatu 15 
years ago along with our chemists 
and biologist to research unique and 
e� ective ingredients for SeneDerm, our 
anti-aging skin care line of products,” 
Joni says. “I discovered Vanuatu’s rich 

bounty of unique plants, fl owers and 
minerals, unlike any others in the world.” 

Since these initial discoveries, 
SeneGence has continued to source 
natural ingredients essential to 
the formulations of SeneDerm. 

“Our discovery of Vanuatu Volcanic 
Ash and its incredible exfoliating and 
skin restorative properties inspired the 
creation of several SeneDerm products,” 
Joni adds. “Natural fl oral and plant 
extracts are also present in many of 
our products and are a big reason why 
the SeneDerm Anti-Aging SkinCare 
systems really work to transform skin.”

n May 2015, Transparency 
Market Research released a 
report that showed that the 
anti-aging market is poised for 
a compounded annual growth 
rate of 7.8 percent between 

2013 and 2019, and projected to be worth 
$191.7 billion by 2019. 

The report cites the aging baby boomer 
generation as one of the key drivers of this 
anticipated growth. But baby boomers 
aren’t the only ones looking to maintain 
a healthy glow and radiant skin—all age 
groups are. Who doesn’t want to look 
their best, especially in today’s youth-
worshipping culture?

LipSense: POWERED 

BY PATENTED COLOR 
TECHNOLOGY

For women, one of the keys to looking 
our best is wearing lipstick. The problem is, 
lipstick rubs off fairly quickly, and we have 
to keep reapplying it. But a company called 
SeneGence solves that problem with a long-
lasting liquid lip color called LipSense. This 
revolutionary lip color features a patented 

I “THE PROPRIETARY 
FORMULATIONS AND COLOR 
PIGMENTS IN LIPSENSE HELP 

CREATE A MECHANICAL COVERING 
FOR THE LIPS.”

—Joni Rogers-Kante, Founder and CEO, SeneGence Intl.

beautiful and staying beautiful possible. 
Creamy SenseCosmetics contain SenePlex 
Complex, with bene� cial botanicals and 
minerals, and double as skin care and 
makeup.

Not only do these incredible color 
and skin care products deliver on their 
claims of long wear and anti-aging results, 
but SeneGence also offers the only color 
cosmetic line that has the unique ability to 
enable every individual to blend multiple 
color products for custom glamour looks.

SenseCosmet ics were made to be 
blended together to create a myriad of 
unique textures and shades. When wearing 
blended shades of versatile SenseCosmetics, 
you can create a look that is ideal for your 

S O U T H  PAC I F I C

y� MORE BEAUTIFUL 

SOURCED FROM THE 
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CAN YOU SAY CALLING CARD? 

SeneGence distributors are known 

for wearing stripes of LipSense 

on their dominant hand to show 

women that it doesn’t come o� , 

even with all-day wear and multiple 

handwashings. The patented color 

technology provides a non-wax 

liquid lip color that stays on your lips 

and naturally shields from the sun. 

YOU SHALL KNOW THEM

BY THEIR 

STRIPES

“REPLACING OLDER, DEAD 
CELLS WITH CELLS THAT 

MAINTAIN GREATER MOISTURE 
CONTENT MAKES SKIN MORE 

LUMINOUS.”

—Joni Rogers-Kante

color needs, skin tone and personal style. 
“When used together, the SeneDerm 

Skin Care and SenseCosmetics products 
provide 24 hours of skin protection,” Joni 
says. “These two revolutionary lines work 
together synergistically to create a more 
beautiful complexion for real, skin-deep 
beauty.

CELLULAR RENEWAL 
IS KEY

One of  the  keys  to good skin i s 
encouraging cellular renewal, says Joni, 
because it has a substantial impact on the 
health and conditions of the skin. 

“Increased cellular production helps 
to increase � rmness and elasticity of the 
skin,” Joni says. “With healthy, moist, 
luminous cells produced at an increased 
rate, fine lines and wrinkles diminish. 

Increased cellular growth results in a more 
evenly colored skin surface, making your 
complexion appear smoother.”

The SeneDerm Sk in Care System 
features products that contain a proprietary 
blend of ingredients ca l led SenePlex 
Complex, which helps maintain cellular 
renewal in your skin.

THE SenePlex 

COMPLEX SECRET

SenePlex Complex is a mixture of 
unique scientific ingredients and natural 
raw materials contained within a delivery 
system that helps penetrate the dermis, or 
second layer of the skin. 

“At the very base of this layer, the 
SenePlex Complex active ingredients create 
a kinetic enzyme reaction and increase 
cellular growth production,” Joni says. 
“Replacing older, dead cells with cells that 
maintain greater moisture content makes 
skin more luminous.”

Increased cellular growth also prevents 
the breakdown of elastin � bers that cause 
the skin to sag—the No. 1 cause of older-
looking skin—and helps increase � rmness 
and elasticity of the skin.

“Fine lines and wrinkles are often caused 
by the buildup of dehydrated, dead skin that 
has been compacted into certain areas of the 
skin surface,” Joni says. “With increased 
cellular growth, nongenetic color spots 
created by unhealthy skin could be replaced 
by healthier, more beautiful skin.” 

BY THEIR 

STRIPES
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KIMBERLY JOHNSONP RO F I L E S

A FULL
HOUSE

KIMBERLY JOHNSON IS HELPING 
HER FAMILY ACHIEVE FINANCIAL FREEDOM.
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o describe Kimberly Johnson 
as busy would be a bit of an 
understatement. With eight 
children and a husband working 

hard in the oil � elds, she never expected to be 
able to launch her own cosmetics business. 
But that’s exactly what happened after she 
discovered SeneGence in the summer of 2015. 
“Honestly, I signed up for the discount,” she 
says. “Little did I know it was going to change 
my life.” 

Today Kimberly’s thriving team–which she 
leads from her home in Oklahoma–is helping 
her family live a prosperous life. “It has given 
me a way to contribute to my family while 
having something of my own,” she says. “We 
have paid off our car loan and are on track to 
be debt free in just a matter of months. That 
is huge!”

Kimberly considers SeneGence a true 
blessing from God and says the company’s 
flexibility is what has enabled her to grow 
her team. “The flexibility is absolutely 
perfect,” she says. “My family comes first, 
and with SeneGence, I am able to keep it 
that way!” Kimberly especially loves that her 
success is determined by her own actions. 

“ I  have  a lways  been  very  outgo ing , 
competitive and strong-willed,” she says. “I 
set small, immediate goals and long-term goals 
constantly.” 

But it’s her team that keeps her moving 
forward. “The sisterhood is unlike anything I 
have ever experienced,” she says. “The women 
I have met are like family to me already. 
I am so proud of all of our amazing leaders.”

HOME  ENID, OKLAHOMA 

1
KIMBERLY’S BEAUTY 

TIP
Wear lip color. I never 
wore lipstick because 

of the mess and having 
to reapply. Now that 

I have LipSense, 
I never leave the house 
without it on. The color 

really polishes o�  
your look.

2
HER FAVORITE 

QUOTE
“Go confi dently in 

the direction of your 
dreams. Live the life 
you have imagined!” 

– Henry David Thoreau

3
HER 

“GO TO” 
ITEM

Climate Control. 

My skin feels and looks 
so refreshed. Invest in 

your skin!

T

My family comes fi rst, 
and with SeneGence, 
I am able to keep it 

that way!

Kimberly and 
her children at 
home.

RANK  RUBY CROWN PRINCESS
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� e 
SUCCESS 
switch

CATHY HOOLIHAN FOUND MORE THAN A CAREER THROUGH 

SENEGENCE. SHE FOUND A LIFELINE.

B Y  D E A N A  N A L L
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Don’t give up, even if life is 
throwing you some curveballs.” 

—Cathy Hoolihan

PEOPLE WHO WORK HARD WILL 

SUCCEED. Or so we’ve always been 
told. But sometimes we see evidence 
to the contrary. Some people set 
goals and seem to give it everything 
they have, but they still fall short. 
What makes the difference? Why 
doesn’t the “success switch” seem to 
� ip on for them?

Joanne had been down this path. 
She was a bright and hard-working 

college graduate, and she thought 
she had done everything right. But then 

everything went wrong at once, and she 
suddenly found herself a divorced and homeless 

single mother. Depression threatened to consume 
her, but instead of giving in, she did the unimaginable: 

She found inspiration in the darkness. She had always loved 
writing, and she had been working on a book for a long 
time—a book about a special boy who attended wizardry 
school. When Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone was 
published in 1997, with the rest of the book series to follow, 
Joanne, known the world over as J.K. Rowling, went from 
homeless single mother to multimillionaire in just a few 
years. She had found her “success switch” in the most 
unlikely of places: the darkest time of her life. And it ended 
up taking her to places she had never imagined. 

Cathy Hoolihan
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athy Hoolihan knows about the success 
switch. But, like J.K. Rowling, she never 
could have predicted when or how it 
would transform her life. After stumbling 

across SeneGence products at a trade show and falling 
in love with the company’s products, Cathy joined the 
company simply to get the product discount and sell 
casually to a few friends and family members. “It went 
that way for a long time,” Cathy says. “I had never 
pushed through that comfort zone.”

Cathy had been working her SeneGence business at 
the Royal level for eight years without any plans to move 
beyond that. But in 2010, she suffered a devastating loss 
when her sister passed away. “After that, I went into a 
deep depression,” she says.

Before, Cathy had been an outgoing, vivacious 
person. She loved meeting new people and was always 
striking up conversations with strangers. But after the 
loss of her sister, that Cathy was gone. “I didn’t want to 
leave home, and I didn’t want to talk about SeneGence,” 
she says. “I just holed up and tried to recover from my 
sadness.”

One day, Cathy knew something had to change. She 
called her sister’s daughter, Shannon, who was also a 
SeneGence distributor. Shannon had also been living in 
a fog of grief since her mother’s death. “I said, ‘I can’t 
stand this anymore. I think we need to get busy,’ ” Cathy 
says. “Shannon said, ‘I think so, too.’ ” 

So the two women dove into their SeneGence 

careers like never before. Instead of setting goals to 
earn more money or qualify for incentives, the women 
wanted to do one thing: keep their calendars full. And 
that’s what they did. Sticking to founder Joni Rogers-
Kante’s four basics, Cathy and Shannon spent as 
much time as possible “wowing” (showing customers 
the product), booking, demonstrating and directing 
(giving demonstration guests the option to become 
a Distributor or a Customer). “Then things began to 
happen,” Cathy says.

ne day, Cathy was surprised to receive 
an email notifying her that she had 
quali� ed for the car program. She also 
began to qualify for company trips. 

Before she knew it, she had advanced from Royal to 
Crown Princess in the company—one of the highest 
distributor ranks. Crown Princesses have a successful 
downline and have achieved over $1 million USD in 
retail group sales volume in a Seminar year. “This was 
something I never knew a company could do for you,” 
she says. “It allowed me to process my grief.” 

Today, Cathy enjoys the freedom that has come 
with success with SeneGence. She tells newcomers in 
the company to do what she did to � ip their success 
switch—to be consistent, and everything will fall into 
place. “Don’t give up,” she says. “Even if life is throwing 
you some curveballs.” 

C

O

I had never pushed through 
that comfort zone.” 

—Cathy Hoolihan
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Cathy with her niece 
and fellow distributor, 
Shannon Hoolihan.
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DAKOTA OSBORNP R O F I L E S

SENEGENCE HELPED GET DAKOTA OSBORN’S 
FAMILY INTO A HOME OF THEIR OWN.

LIFE-CHANGING

ENCOUNTER
B Y  W E N D Y  R U D M A N
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onths before Dakota Osborn 
saw the light of starting her 
own SeneGence business, she 
had been contacted by a friend 

who was very persistent in wanting her to try 
the products and hopefully join her team. “I 
don’t want to sell makeup, and I’m just not 
interested,” she told her. 

Then she went to dinner with a group of 
people and found she couldn’t stop staring at 
a woman at the opposite end of the table from 
her whose bold lip color was not budging. 
She later learned the woman was wearing 
LipSense, one of SeneGence’s most popular 
products. Dakota absolutely fell in love with 
the product. She went home and begged her 
friend to help her get some, even though she 
couldn’t afford it. 

At the time, her husband had lost his job 
in the oil � elds, they had lost their home, and 
Dakota was living with her employer. The 
rest of her family was spread out in different 
homes. SeneGence, and that chance encounter 
with a woman wearing LipSense, would 
literally save her family. “When I start to think 
about it, it’s hard to hold the tears back,” 
she says. “I signed up thinking, ‘This is just 

makeup.’ Now, it’s literally paying our bills 
every month. We now have a nice home, and 
we were even able to take our kids to Branson 
for Christmas vacation.” 

She calls SeneGence a � nancial blessing, 
but stresses it has been much more than that. 
“It’s a company full of amazing women who 
really care,” she says.  “If you’re looking for 
a way to make additional income, just give it 
a shot. This may be the way God is going to 
move in your life.”

HOME  TULSA, OKLAHOMA 

RANK  CROWN PRINCESS

1
DAKOTA’S BEAUTY 

TIP
Don’t forget to start 
and fi nish each day 

with your SeneDerm 

SkinCare regimen. 

2
HER FAVORITE 

QUOTE
“Nothing in this world 
can take the place of 
persistence. Talent 
will not; nothing is 

more common than 
unsuccessful people 
with talent. Genius 

will not; unrewarded 
genius is almost a 

proverb. Education will 
not; the world is full 
of educated failures. 

Persistence and 
determination alone 

are omnipotent.” 
—Calvin Coolidge

3
HER 

“GO TO” 
ITEM

Moca Java Crème to 

Powder ShadowSense

—I use it 
for brows, eyeshadow 

and contouring.

M

I signed up thinking, 
‘This is just makeup.’ 

Now, it’s literally paying 
our bills every month.

Moca Java Crème to 

Powder ShadowSense

for brows, eyeshadow 

Dakota and 
her daughters.
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JONI ROGERS-KANTE IS 
LEADING A MOVEMENT TO 
IMPROVE THE LIVES OF 
WOMEN AROUND THE GLOBE.

MILLION-DOLLAR Lips 
B Y  S A R A H  PA U L K
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or many people it takes a lifetime and 
multiple careers to discover their true 
worth and calling. For Joni Rogers-
Kante, SeneGence International 
Founder and CEO, that sense of 
determination took root at a young 
age and blossomed early in her life. 
Helping women, who Joni calls “the 

backbone of society,” became her goal, and direct sales 
(also called network marketing), she discovered, was 
her ideal vehicle. “I fell in love with direct sales,” Joni 
says. “It is a model through which women can create 
and run a successful and profitable business from their 
home, while experiencing hands-on daily involvement in 
raising their children—our future.” 

The formation of SeneGence in 1999 beautifully 
merged her purpose of helping women with an 
innovative product idea: anti-aging skin care that lives 
up to its claims, and color cosmetics that not only stay 
on until removed, but also work to improve skin health. 
As her dream came to fruition, Joni kept the self-worth 
and financial independence of her female distributor 
force her main focus. While writing the company’s 
compensation plan, she asked herself, If I spent my time 
helping a company build a brand, what would I want 
in exchange? The result was an infrastructure, rewards 
system and company perks that sparked what Joni calls 
the company’s SeneCulture and coined the charge she 
gives to herself and to her distributors: “Choose to live 
life in love and abundance, then work for it.”

As a single mother at the time, Joni understood the 
longing for security many women feel. Looking into 
the eyes of her young son, Alan, gave her the drive to 
charge forth with her new business venture, SeneGence, 
in the hopes that she could build something “wonderful 
and loving that would reach around the world.” 
That motivation—mixed with her belief in good old-
fashioned work ethics—turned Joni into an unstoppable 
leader and created a devoted following of women 
seeking to duplicate her success.

MENTORING AND 
MOLDING 

t took courage to walk toward her dream, but 
Joni knew SeneGence offered the chance to live 
out her purpose while helping other women 
do the same. That opportunity, she knew, 

would have a domino effect in the communities where 
SeneGence was present and thriving. “As more of our 
distributors build financial independence and self-worth 
successfully, it sets an expectation within their families, 
girlfriends and community,” she says. “More women 
will command that they become involved in companies 
that allow a more balanced and fulfilled, giving lifestyle, 
while elevating their own.”

Presenting the opportunity to women was only the 
beginning of Joni’s journey. As she invited women to 
join her through SeneGence, she became dedicated to 
the coaching and mentoring that many of the women 
in her downline required in order to reach their full 
potential. As the company grew, her focus became 
molding leaders who could emulate her coaching style 
and assist in training new distributors, setting women 
up for the success that was well within their grasp. Her 
commitment to be involved in the mentoring of other 
women has resulted in a bonded group of like-minded 
women, each on a mission to create independence 
through a successful home-based business. 

F

I

Joni mentoring on-stage 
at an annual event.

Joni and her family at Seminar. Left to right: 
Husband Ben Kante, Joni, sons William and Alan.
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“ We’ve never wavered from our initial vision 
to provide superior anti-aging products and 
long-lasting color technologies to be used as 

the tool that provides a wonderful opportunity 
to women across the globe.” 

—Joni Rogers-Kante, Founder and CEO, SeneGence Intl.

Lips MILLION-DOLLAR 

Joni Rogers-Kante, 
Founder and CEO, 
SeneGence Intl.
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“Choose to live life in love and 
abundance, then work for it.” 

—Joni Rogers-Kante

WHAT’S IN THE NAME, 
SENEGENCE?

SENESCENCE
 (the process of aging) 

+
 INTELLIGENCE 

(the capacity to acquire and 

apply knowledge) 

+
 SYNERGY 

(the working together of two things to 

produce an e� ect greater than the sum 

of their individual e� ects)

=
  SENEGENCE 

(long-lasting and anti-aging products 

that really work!)

A
GLOBAL REACH

lmost two decades after the company’s 
launch, SeneGence is a player in the global 
marketplace, expanding into Canada, 
Australia, Indonesia, the United Kingdom, 
Switzerland, Italy and Poland, to name a 

few. Growth is essential, of course, in order to reach more 
women with the SeneGence opportunity, but Joni has taken 
great care and intentional steps to ensure that the original 
focus of SeneGence is not watered down or lost in the 
process. 

“SeneGence is privileged to have maintained a tight 
internal cohesive team of individuals who are of the same 
heart and with corresponding goals,” she says. “As the 
company expands to new markets, experiences growth and 
takes on new staff, that team oversees, in various degrees, 
quality, opportunity and philanthropy. Through each phase 
of growth we have hired experienced and knowledgeable 
professionals to help us maintain a high-quality expectation 
and output in each department, and they help enrich and 
improve our services offered to our distributors, business 
processes and product line.”

Joni and husband, 
Ben Kante, on Mt. Yasur.

Joni and SeneGence 
Leader Distributors.

Lips 

Joni leads a meeting with SeneGence 
sta�  and Board on IT systems.

MILLION-DOLLAR 
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J
HELPING 

MAKES SENSE

oni’s deep-seated calling to help other women 
find their purpose and improve their lifestyle 
stretches beyond the boundaries of SeneGence. 
All women, including those � nding themselves in 

dif� cult situations across the globe, need the life-changing 
knowledge that they matter and that someone cares enough 
to help lift them out of their current situation. 

To meet the needs of women who � nd themselves in 
hardship, Joni established The Make Sense Foundation in 
2002. A separate nonpro� t organization, the foundation 
works closely with SeneGence to give back by sharing 
collective success through community involvement.

Rather than focus on one group or demographic, 
The Make Sense Foundation directly funds a variety of 
organizations that are already making a difference in their 
respective communities by serving women and children in 
crisis. 

“We desire to help support the communities in which 
our distributors are supported,” she says. “Funding a 
plethora of deserving organizations, we believe, serves the 
masses that are most in need. These causes have included 
helping victims in the aftermath of tornadoes in Oklahoma, 
funding research in the fight against breast cancer, 
supporting relief efforts in Haiti and bene� ting the village 
in Vanuatu where we gather our raw materials. Wherever 
SeneGence has a footprint, that’s where we want to be of 
service, providing aid for issues that affect women and 
children in need from all walks of life, all over the globe.”  

Staying true to its SeneGence roots and staying the 
same are two different things, however. Hearing from the 
very women living the SeneGence experience in the � eld, 
and listening to feedback from customers as well as staff 
members, is an essential part of ensuring that SeneGence 
remains relevant, helpful and driven. “This team strives 
every day to serve our distributors � rst,” she says. “We’ve 
created an open and constant communication system to 
ensure we stay on task and incrementally improve in every 
area as we grow.”

The bottom line? 
“We’ve never wavered from our initial vision to 

provide superior anti-aging products and long-lasting color 
technologies to be used as the tool that provides a wonderful 
opportunity to women across the globe,” Joni says.

Joni’s son, Alan, piloting a drone to capture footage of the active volcano, Mt. Yasur in Vanuatu. William looks on.
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JENNY HEMINGWAYP R O F I L E S

JENNY HEMINGWAY TACKLES LIFE WITH LOVE AND HOPE.

A GRATEFUL
HEART
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hen Jenny Hemingway 
joined SeneGence in the 
spring of 2015, she was 
looking for something to 

ease her pain. She had just lost her mother 
to a lengthy battle with cancer and � gured a 
side business would be a great way to help her 
deal with the sadness. “I signed up thinking I 
could use the distraction, and I would sell this 
in my boutique to make an extra few hundred 
dollars a month,” she recalls. “Wrong! It 
became something much bigger, much better 
than I expected.” 

Today Jenny leads a thriving SeneGence 
team from Oklahoma, where she lives with her 
husband Aaron and their three children. “I’d 
be lying if I said SeneGence hasn’t changed 
everything, because it has,” she says. “We now 
have the � nancial means to do so many things 
we never thought possible. It’s also lessened 
our load of stress, and we even bought our 
dream home!” 

Balancing a busy family and a growing 
business hasn’t been easy, but Jenny is well 
prepared for the challenge. “My parents 
instilled in me the importance of a good work 
ethic and having drive,” she says. “It’s just in 
my blood. When problems arise, I look for 
a solution. Let’s not complain about it—let’s 
� x it!” 

W

SeneGence enables Jenny to empower 
other women. “It’s given me a newfound 
love of sisterhood,” she adds. “It has been so 
refreshing to see women working together 
and lifting one another up.” And on Jenny’s 
team, that mutual support is the rule, not 
the exception. “I look for positivity in my 
leaders,” she says. “I want people who see the 
glass half full, not half empty.” She also draws 
strength and encouragement from her team 
when the path gets rocky. “I believe God has 
sent me these amazing women,” Jenny says. 
“My life is better for it in every aspect. I hope 
I inspire them like they have inspired me. I’m 
so grateful.” 

HOME  CLINTON, OKLAHOMA 

RANK  SAPPHIRE CROWN PRINCESS

I’d be lying if I said 
SeneGence hasn’t 

changed everything, 
because it has.

1
JENNY’S BEAUTY 

TIP
You’re bound to have a 
good day when wearing 

LipSense.

2
HER FAVORITE 

QUOTE
“Stop being afraid of 

what could go wrong and 
focus on what could 

go right.” 

3
HER 

“GO TO” 
ITEM

Our Climate Control is 
my miracle in a bottle. 

It’s like a moisturizer on 
steroids, and I won’t go a 

day without it!

Jenny and her 
children in their 
new home.
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SeneGence goes to 
great lengths to satisfy 
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Open the door to SeneGence’s 
corporate office, send along 
an email or dial that phone—
i t  ma t t e r s  l i t t l e  t h e  pa th 
distributors take to connect. 

It’s what they experience that’s most important—a 
supportive team who cares deeply, arms them with 
great information and satisfies their needs to build 
businesses that can change lives.

“We strive to help and support our distributors 
in any way possible and celebrate each and every 

one who joins SeneGence,” says Kirsten Aguilar, Vice 
President Marketing. “We have a wonderful, caring 
and talented staff, each working from the heart and 
focusing daily on the future growth of the company.” 

Distributor calls and emails land in the care 
of SeneCare Manager Wendy Bender and her full-
service team. “We are universal representatives,” she 
says. “We aim to help with anything. We take care 
of distributor needs from A to Z in our department, 
and if we don’t know something, we find the answer 
and call back.”

THE 
SeneGence 

WAY

SUPPORT,
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“We strive to help and support our 
distributors in any way possible  

and celebrate each and every one 
who joins SeneGence.”
–Kirsten Aguilar, Vice President Marketing

WORKING HAND  
IN HAND

While SeneCare can enter orders for 
those unfamiliar with computers, and 
track orders, and answer questions of all 
sorts, communication is where Bender’s 
team excels. From teaching distributors 
how to access new information to 
resolving issues, SeneCare is on the front 
line with distributors and works hand in 
hand with every corporate department. 
“What we do really impacts everyone at 
SeneGence,” Bender says.

“One of the things that we all love 
about this job is the honor of helping 
people establish their businesses. These 
are businesses that change people’s lives. 
It’s a big thing and we don’t take it lightly. 
We think about it every time we talk with 
someone,” Bender says. “We really think 
of ourselves as their partners in business.”

When new distributors and rank 
advancements recently surged, SeneCare 
closely examined the needs of distributors 
and created Royal Support for high-
ranking SeneGence distributors. So much 
information comes down from leaders to 
their teams that this new line of support 
is not only a perk for the upper ranks 
but also ensures the most up-to-date and 
accurate information is on speed dial.

While the SeneCare team may be 
the most obvious distributor partner-
ship with SeneGence corporate, Alan 
Rogers-Kante’s management of strategic 
projects is equally important to the field. 
As Strategic Projects Manager, he listens 
in companywide and constantly seeks 
improvement. This takes many shapes at 
SeneGence, including multimedia, mar-
keting collaborations, standard operating 
procedures, manufacturing, and even 
interpersonal communications.

Alan Rogers-Kante, Strategic Projects Manager

Wendy Bender, SeneCare Manager

Kirsten Aguilar, Vice President Marketing

LOOKING OUT 
FOR THEIR BEST 
INTERESTS

“ F i r s t  a n d  f o r e m o s t ,  f o r  t h e 
distributors who sign on and for the 
employees who work in the company, I 
want to look out for their best interests,” 
Rogers-Kante says. “I get to be the 
advocate when most others function 
on generic business efficiency and get 
to the next project. It brings me a lot of 
joy and is very close to the spectrum in 
which I think people should live. I am 
proud of our progress and determined 
we will continue to improve and advance 
in virtually every area of business, which 
includes quality of life for both our 
employees and our Distributors well into 
the next generations.”

Whi le  Rogers -Kante ’s  work  i s 
highly individualized and slow-moving, 
SeneGence’s growth in recent years has 
been on the fast track. Last year, new 
corporate hires surpassed any previous 
year and has headquarters bursting at 
the seams. So SeneGence is looking to 
transition to a new home that supports 
current corporate staff and warehousing 
needs, as well as future growth.

Aguilar says they strive to offer 
a workplace that is comfortable and 
supportive. They are strategizing exciting 
elements in the move to a new building 
that will support this mission even 
further. “We also want our distributors 
to visit us often and make the corporate 
headquarters a place they can call their 
own—to have an experience that is so 
much more than just picking up an order,” 
she says. “We love to interact with our 
distributors, for they are what make every 
day possible and wonderful.”  
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RENEE STEWARTP R O F I L E S
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BUSY MOM RENEE STEWART JUGGLES FOUR 
KIDS AND A GROWING SENEGENCE BUSINESS.

KEEP GOING
FORWARD

B Y  W E N D Y  R U D M A N
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or Renee Stewart, life with four 
successful children and a growing 
SeneGence business is a juggling 
act—one she relishes. When she’s 

not traveling internationally co-managing the 
career of her 21-year-old � lm star son, Booboo 
Stewart (best known for his portrayal of Seth 
Clearwater in The Twilight Saga and Warpath 
in X-Men: Days of Future Past), she’s spending 
time with her other three children. That 
includes her oldest daughter Maegan, helping 
her 19-year-old singer daughter Fivel or just 
being mom to her youngest Sage who is 10. 
“I just keep going forward and I’m always 
late,” she says with a laugh. “But I always 
make it work.” Fitting SeneGence into the 
equation is easy. Wherever she goes, whatever 
she’s doing, she talks about the company she 
loves. 

Renee’s background as a makeup artist has 
added an extra layer of fun to her business. She 
also credits the friends she brought onto her 
team as helping to bring some excitement to 
the company. “As a makeup artist I have some 
tips of the trade that I’ve brought to SeneGence 
and shared and everybody gets really excited,” 
she says. “People are very fascinated with the 

� lm industry and how it works.” 
Her fiancé, Beau Kojima, works her 

business with her and they make a fabulous 
team, she says. “He does all the driving; I do 
all the talking,” she says. “Without his help, I 
wouldn’t have had the success I’ve had with 
SeneGence. More people should get their 
partners on board with their business!” 

F

1
RENEE’S BEAUTY 

TIP
Exfoliation is key to 
healthy, radiant skin.

2
HER FAVORITE 

QUOTE
“Blend, blend, blend!” 

3
HER 

“GO TO” 
ITEM

Onyx ShadowSense, 
because it can be 

used on eyebrows, as 
an eyeliner and as an 

eyeshadow.

HOME  LAGUNA NIGUEL, CALIFORNIA  

As a makeup artist 
I have some tips of the 
trade that I’ve brought 

to SeneGence and 
shared and everybody 

gets really excited.

RANK  CROWN PRINCESS

STATE LEADER OF SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA

Renee and her
daughter Sage.
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I DON’T KNOW WHAT 
YOUR PURPOSE IN LIFE IS. 

WHO DOES? YOU DO.

A D V I S O R  

YOU  
HAVE

IT IN  
YOU

R i t a  Da v e n p o r t

44 ACCLAIM

YOU
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E X C E R P T  F R O M  F U N N Y  S I D E  U P  B Y  R I T A  D A V E N P O R T  A N D  J O H N  D A V I D  M A N N .

“FIND OUT WHAT 
YOUR PURPOSE IS, 

GET CRYSTAL CLEAR 
ON IT, AND THROW 

YOURSELF INTO IT.”

1
Find out what it is you want to do.

What you were put here to do. 
What speaks to your soul?

2
Start doing it. Go for it. 

Throw yourself into it,
 body, mind and soul.

3
Keep doing it no matter what. 

Don’t compromise. The only time 
you fail is when you quit! 

IT’S A SIMPLE THREE-STEP PROCESS:

o you think you can learn 
the skills you’ll need to 
f u l f i l l  your  pu rpose? 
Because let me tell you 
something: You have a 

purpose, or else you would not be alive 
today. You want to live a rich life? Find 
out what your purpose is, get crystal 
clear on it, and throw yourself into it.

When I say you have a talent, you 
may question that. But don’t—because 
you do! I questioned it about myself for 
years. I didn’t intend to do what I’ve 
done for a living. I intended to be Tina 
Turner. Unfortunately God didn’t give 
me Tina Turner’s voice. (He had already 
given it to her. He also knew I wouldn’t 
have put up with Ike for a second.) I got 
over it.

What do you love to do? What are 
you passionate about? Whatever that is, 
dive into it and get good at it. No, get 
great at it. 

NO COMPROMISE

Once you d iscover what your 
purpose is, you can’t let anyone else 
tell you differently. I’m not saying 
you should stick your fingers in your 
ears and close your mind off to other 
people’s perspective. Sometimes people 
see things in you that you don’t see in 
yourself. But when it comes to the core 

of your being, the very soul of 
who you are and why you’re 
here? Your voice is the only one 
you can trust. 

When people tell you that 
you can’t do it, give yourself 
the gift of tunnel vision. Don’t 
listen to them. Listen to yourself, 

because you’ve got the answers within 
you right now. 

You’ve already got everything you 
need within you to be outrageously 
successful. Everything. A scientist 
once told me something I thought 
was fascinating: You have the atomic 
components and energy within you 
that’s equivalent to the force of an 
atomic bomb. It’s a question of how 
those elements are focused. I said this 
once in a speech. Afterward, a woman 
came up to me and said, “Do I really 
have the energy within me, like an 
atomic bomb?” I said, “Yes, ma’am, 
you do.” She said, “Well, you know, I 
thought I was having a little gas, but I 
didn’t know it was that serious.” Funny 
what people hear from what you say, 
isn’t it?

I interviewed the Oscar-winning 
actor Dustin Hoffman once years ago at 
a press junket, and he told us he had a 
list of people who had all told him, back 
when he was starting out and struggling 
to get a foot in the door of the acting 
world, that he was ugly, he was scrawny, 
he sounded stupid, and wasn’t ever 
going to amount to anything. “I keep 
that list with me,” he said. “You know 
why? To remind me that other people’s 
opinions are just that.”

All the people on that list knew, I 
mean they knew, beyond all shadow 

of the slightest doubt, that Dustin 
Hoffman would never make it as an 
actor. Other people’s opinions. But 
Hoffman made sure to stay in control of 
the one opinion that mattered: his own. 
That’s worked out pretty well for him, 
don’t you think? It will for you, too.

Are you every bit as successful, right 
now, as you know you could be? If not, 
what’s holding you back? I’ll tell you 
what’s holding you back: other people’s 
opinions. You’ve been handed a script 
that’s been programmed into you by 
family members, friends, teachers and 
all kinds of people you’ve come into 
contact with, and you’re following the 
script. You’ve bought into their story. 
You’re thinking, “Yeah, I’ll never be 
able to do that, it’s just not something 
I’m capable of,” because somebody else 
told you that.

THE THREE-STEP PROCESS

I know, because I was handed a 
script, too. We all were. But that story 
isn’t your story. It’s a story others made 
up for you. They weren’t necessarily 
trying to ruin your life. In fact, the 
chances are good they were only doing 
their best to help, doing what they 
thought would be in your best interest. 
I’ve raised two sons, and I know how 
tempting it is to look at someone you 
love trying to figure out what they’re 
supposed to do with the thing called 
their life, and think, “Here, let me help 
you with that …”

But good intentions or not, they 
don’t know your story. I don’t know 
what your purpose in life is. Who does? 
You do. n

D
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P R O F I L E S  LIKE ROYALTY

Like

B Y  W E N D Y  R U D M A N
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For these 11 women, 

SeneGence has brought more than 

great-looking skin, fi nancial freedom 

and more time with their families. It’s 

given them a connection to an ever-

expanding community of women, as 

their teams grow to include old friends, 

new friends and women they feel as 

if they’ve known forever. It’s given 

them a sisterhood. 

Kasie Hurt
Crown Prince�  
Taloga, Oklahoma

Starting the SeneGence journey was the best 
decision Kasie Hurt believes she’s ever made. “It not 
only brought great income into our family, it has given 
me a career I truly enjoy,” she says. 

THE KEY TO SUCCESS is to keep sharing the 
products. “Once someone tries them, they will love 
them as much as I do,” she says. 
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P R O F I L E S  LIKE ROYALTY

Starting a new business is daunting, as Jade 
Gutavsson knows. But to � nd success, don’t overthink 
it, just jump right in she says. “Show everyone our 
amazing products and be open to opportunities and be 
positive. SeneGence has given me the opportunity to 
build a sustainable business with amazing products and 
make wonderful relationships along the way.” 

Jade Gustavsson
Crown Prince�  
Emerald, Queensland, Australia

Deborah Schultz
Prince� 
Gowrie Junction, 
Queensland, Australia

Josi Hager
Crown Prince�  
Enid, Oklahoma

Deborah Schultz never intended to bui ld a 
SeneGence business, yet here she is being spotlighted! 
As she looks back on her journey, she can’t believe 
where SeneGence has taken her. “A fantastic business 
opportunity, new friends, travel, rewards and, 
oh! the financial benefits,” she says of SeneGence 
International.

THE KEY TO SUCCESS? “Love your products, plan 
your diary and never give up!” 

It’s been less than a year since Josi Hager added 
LipSense to the retail items in her small boutique in 
Enid, Oklahoma. In just a few months, the team she 
never intended to build has grown to include more 
than 500 women. “Let me tell you,” she says of the 
sisterhood experience, “It’s so much fun!” 

“There is a sisterhood with this 
business I never knew I’d gain”

− Alicia Aldridge

SeneGence was God’s answer to Chelsie Mavity’s 
prayers. She wanted to feel pretty again, but more than 
enhancing her beauty, the products have changed her 
emotionally and enriched her life � nancially as well. 
“I never set out to make a sale,” she says. “I’ve always 
just wanted women to feel what I felt after using the 
products.” 

Chelsie Mavity
Crown Prince�  
Custer City, Oklahoma 

Ask Alicia Aldridge what she likes best about 
SeneGence and she struggles to narrow it down. The 
products are great, she’s met amazing women and 
the company provides the support she needs to be 
successful. “There is a sisterhood with this business I 
never knew I’d gain,” she says. “They are friends who 
have turned into my extended family.”

Alicia Aldridge
Crown Prince� 
Elk City, Oklahoma
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After six months with SeneGence, Sarah Copeland 
quit her full-time job to work her business full time. 
Since then she’s been traveling the world and enjoying 
the rewards of � nancial prosperity. “SeneGence offers 
so much more than makeup and skin care,” she says. 
“This company and the ladies I have met in the process 
have become like a family to me and I wouldn’t trade 
this journey for anything.”

Sarah Copeland
Crown Prince� 
Elk City, Oklahoma

Kimberly 
Massey
Sapphire Queen 
Norman, Oklahoma

W hat K imberly Massey loves most about 
SeneGence is that it has allowed her to live a life she 
loves, focused around faith and family. Being her own 
boss has lifted many stresses away and given her family 
� nancial freedom. 

BUT THE BEST GIFT OF ALL? “The � exibility to 
be a mom before work is a dream come true for me,” 
she says.

“SeneGence offers so much more than 
makeup and skin care”

− Sarah Copeland

Lee Blakeney
Prince� 
Canyon, Texas

Kelly Sander
Ruby Crown Prince� 
Seiling, Oklahoma

Lee Blakeney loves the outdoors and was thrilled 
to � nd a cosmetic line with natural ingredients that’s 
long-lasting and offers protection from the sun and 
elements. “I am dedicated to sharing with others what 
it is like to have a high-performance quality line of 
cosmetics with a company that gives us incredible 
awards, commissions, trips and other perks,” she says. 

Kelly Sander’s SeneGence team is a group of old 
friends, new friends and some women she’s never met, 
but feels like she’s known forever. “While I thought 
God was pointing me to makeup and skin care, he 
was actually pointing me to a sisterhood of women 
who empower and lift each other up daily,” she says. 
“Sharing is caring.” 

It’s easy for Lindsey Schreck to share a success 
tip for SeneGence—wear the products. It’s harder for 
her to decide what she loves most about the company. 
“I love the sisterhood, the � nancial freedom and the 
amazing products,” she says. “These products have 
made my skin look better than ever and I have a 
con� dence I’ve never had before.” 

Lindsey Schreck
Prince�  
Wea� erford, Oklahoma
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LISA TIPPEN-MORRISP R O F I L E S
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A NEW LIFE

A NEW LIFE
B Y  W E N D Y  R U D M A N

LISA TIPPEN-MORRIS’S TEEN’S MAKEUP CAUGHT 
HER ATTENTION AND CHANGED THEIR LIVES.
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hen Lisa Tippen-Morris’s 
then 17-year-old daughter 
walked into the  house 
several years ago, the first 

thing Lisa noticed was that she was wearing 
lipstick. “ ‘What is it?’ ” Lisa remembers 
asking. Her daughter told her she’d gotten 
it from a friend, and it wouldn’t come off. 
“I said, ‘I’ve got to have some of this,’ ” Lisa 
recalls with a laugh. 

The product was LipSense by SeneGence in 
Pink Champagne. Lisa bought some for herself 
and then bought another color, and then a lip 
liner. She couldn’t believe she’d � nally found a 
lipstick that wouldn’t come off on your coffee 
cup. She posted a screen shot of the lipstick 
on the back of her hand on Facebook, along 
with her excitement about the product. And 
that launched a career that has taken Lisa 
and her family on trips around the world. “It 
was an instant hit with my friends,” she says. 
“Everyone who bought it wanted another 
color in a few days.” 

As her business grew, Lisa became the 
� rst one in company history to make Crown 
Princess in the � rst year of business. At the 
time she discovered SeneGence, she didn’t 
need an extra income. When she started the 
business, she was doing it just for fun. But 
as others fell in love with the products, they 
wanted to join her team, and she started 

W
1

LISA’S BEAUTY 

TIP
Use SeneDerm SkinCare 
because it really works to 

make your skin healthy 
and beautiful.

2
HER FAVORITE 

QUOTE
“If it is to be, it is up 

to me.” 

3
HER 

“GO TO” 
ITEM

Dewy MakeSense 

Foundation and 

Pearlizer. The foundation 
stays on, and it renews 

the skin cells to give you 
a radiant complexion. 

Pearlizer adds the perfect 
pop of pearly glow 

wherever you want it.

building a sales force. That’s when it became a 
life-changing career for Lisa—and one that has 
allowed many others the same opportunity. 

Now she can provide private schooling for 
her kids, and she travels the world. In the last 
few years she’s visited Bali, taken an Alaskan 
cruise and vacationed in Puerto Rico, Australia, 
Hawaii and Rome on trips she earned through 
SeneGence. Sometimes she takes her children. 
Sometimes she takes her grandchildren. They 
have all learned a lot about SeneGence and its 
products. “My granddaughter Emma is 7 years 
old,” she says. “She knows exactly how to put 
makeup on.” 

HOME  WEST MONROE, LOUISIANA 

RANK  RUBY CROWN PRINCESS

Immediately, 
I was selling over 

$1,000 a day.

Lisa and 
granddaughter 
Emma.

STATE LEADER OF LOUISIANA
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P R O F I L E S  SISTERS IN SUCCESS
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B Y  K . C .  B A R L O W

The beauty of SeneGence is found not 

only in its high-quality cosmetics but also in 

its passionate distributors. These talented 

and hard-working women of all ages and 

backgrounds make up the SeneSisterhood. 

They contribute unique skills to successful 

teams across the globe while enjoying lasting 

bonds forged in pursuit of total freedom.

LEANNE AVANT
Crown Prince� 
Ta� aha� ee, Florida
Leanne Avant has seen 

SeneGence transform women’s 
lives in countless ways, but 
it’s a thrill that never gets 
old. “I’ve seen women buy 
their � rst new car, buy their 
husband a boat, move into a 
new home and send their kids 
to private school all because 
they dreamed for more,” she 
says. She has traveled the 
world thanks to SeneGence 
and spends her time mentoring 
other women. “It really is a 
blessed endeavor,” Leanne 
says. “This company allows 
women to grow personally 
while achieving their 
wildest personal dreams.” 

LETA GREENE
Prince� 
Sou�  Jordan, Utah
After joining SeneGence in 2001, Leta Greene was 

able to stay at home with her children, earn a decent 
living and put her husband through law school. But 
it wasn’t until she started building a team that she 
understood the true power of the opportunity. “We 
have every � nancial blessing now,” she says. “I make really good 
money. My parents live with us in our home and I can take care of 
my mom.” At the same time, she believes success isn’t always about 
money. “SeneGence has molded me into a leader,” she says. “I feel a 
responsibility to my fellow Distributors because we’re a sisterhood.”

SISTERS
SUCCESSIN
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P R O F I L E S  SISTERS IN SUCCESS

KAROLE LEWIS
Lady
Wa� en, New Jersey
Fourteen years ago, self-described 

computer nerd Karole Lewis walked 
away from a six-� gure job to launch 
her own SeneGence team, and she 
hasn’t looked back since. “I believe 
in this opportunity,” she says. “It’s 
allowed me the � exibility to pursue 
many different passions. I’m able 
to stay home and take care of my 
mother-in-law, who just turned 96, 
and I have time to sing opera and 
run a nonpro� t opera company!” 
That freedom is what motivates 
Karole to keep sharing SeneGence. 
“I have complete � exibility over 
my time. It’s a great life!”

SHEILA YOUNG
Sapphire Crown Prince� 
Nipomo, California
Sheila Young joined SeneGence in 1999 as a 

way of securing more retirement money. What she 
got surpassed all of her dreams. “I had no idea 
what a gigantic blessing this would turn into,” she 
says. “The sky is the limit for how fast and how 
big you can grow.” Not only has Sheila become 
adept at public speaking, she’s a leader skilled at 
helping other women reach their goals. “We have created a 
culture that is all-inclusive and extremely loving,” she says. 
“I’ve made friends I can count on—lifelong friends.”

CATHY RICE
Royal

Phoenix, Arizona
Cathy Rice’s success in SeneGence 

has allowed her to show her children 
the world. “We were able to take 

some amazing trips—England, Europe, Disney World,” she 
says. “I would tell them, ‘This is paid for with the LipSense 

money!’ ” Her children were able to see � rsthand the freedom 
that comes with being your own boss. “SeneGence helped 
me grow and learn how to lead people,” Cathy says. “It’s 
taught me to set goals and teach others to do the same.”

JERI TAYLOR-SWADE
Ruby Queen
Nor�  Bend, Washington
Jeri Taylor-Swade is a pioneer 

within SeneGence who has generated 
millions of dollars in sales since joining 
the company 16 years ago. She also 
became the � rst Distributor to reach 
the level of Queen in the SeneGence 
Royal Court. But it’s not the money 
she counts as her greatest success—it’s 
the person she’s become. “I am more 
con� dent now, more empathetic,” 
she says. “I have learned to better 
understand women. I know how to 
run a business!” Jeri takes pride in the 
SeneSisterhood because she knows it 
has the power to change women’s lives. 
“I literally love what I do,” she says. 
“SeneGence makes it possible for any 
woman to have the life she wants.”

RHONDA RENKERT
Duche� 
Taringa, Queensland, Australia

Rhonda Renkert experienced far more than a � nancial boost when she joined SeneGence in 2006. 
She found a new purpose in life. “SeneGence gave me back my self-con� dence and energy!” she says. 
“My SeneSisters have been an inspiration. I love that we can inspire each other all around the world.” 
Rhonda especially enjoys the freedom that SeneGence offers. “I can help others build their dreams and 
be in charge of my own time,” she says. “I feel very blessed.” 
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GOING
AN INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS TAKES YOUR EARNING 

POTENTIAL FROM EXCITING TO THRILLING. 

B Y  K A T H E R I N E  P O N D E R

GOING 
GLOBAL
wi�  style
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GOING“Women everywhere are the same: We want love, 
friendship, a connection and respect from one another. 

Our sisterhood extends around the world.”
—Joni Rogers-Kante, Founder and CEO, SeneGence Intl.

eneGence launched in the United 
States in 1999 and began its 
international expansion just two 
years later. Today the company 

has a seamless compensation plan across Canada, the 
United States and Australia, with operations also in 
the regions of Switzerland, Poland, Italy, the United 
Kingdom, Puerto Rico, Malta, Brazil and Indonesia, 
to name a few.

CEO and Founder Joni Rogers-Kante took the 
company to customers around the globe with her 
smile and toolbox chock-full of cutting-edge, anti-
aging and long-lasting color cosmetics. Women 
embraced the expansion and signed up in droves, 
as customers as well as Independent Distributors. 

It’s been a fulfilling, profitable and life-changing 
evolution for all involved. But they’re not done 
yet. SeneGence will continue to consider other 
countries as they move forward in expanding the 
SenseCosmetics and SeneDerm SkinCare brands all 
over the globe.

None of this global reach would be possible 
without Joni’s vision and dedication to finding 
natural, unique ingredients in tropical Vanuatu. It 
also couldn’t happen without the cadre of lovely 
SeneGence distributors. These beautiful ambassadors 
introduce others to the products and opportunity 
around the globe. They provide the momentum that 
continues to move SeneGence farther into every 
corner of the earth. 

S
GOING 

GLOBAL
Indonesia, Italy 
and Australia.

GOING 
GLOBAL
wi�  style
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GLOBALI’m committed and work it 
every day like a job, but I 
get to be there for my kids.

GOING 
GLOBAL
wi�  style

VANCOUVER,
CANADA

MELBOURNE, 
AUSTRALIA

SAN FRANCISCO, 
USA

Andrea Turner
ROYAL

VANCOUVER, BRITISH 
COLUMBIA, CANADA

Andrea Turner knows quality when 
she sees it. With 22 years’ experience in 
the direct selling industry, she has seen 
companies come and go. She spent 20 years 
with one company and happened upon 
SeneGence at a trade show. “I was looking 
for something that would help me get over 
feeling sick, and I found the SeneGence lip 
color product instead,” she says. Andrea 
simply decided to become a customer. When 
she shared a video online of the company’s 
stay-put LipSense, she got thousands of hits. 
She knew she’d found something unique.

As an Aussie now living in Vancouver, 
Andrea has connections in her two “home” 
countries as well as in the United States. She 
built her business primarily in these three 
countries (and receives sales commission 
from all three) and has never looked back. 
“I wanted to stay home with my kids,” she 
explains. “I had instant income, without 
having home parties. I just network, 
reach out to ladies and market online. I’m 
committed and work it every day like a job, 
but I get to be there for my kids.” 
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GLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGOING 
GLOBAL
wi�  style

Lucia Broadby
RUBY CROWN PRINCESS

MELBOURNE, VICTORIA, 
AUSTRALIA

Lucia Broadby had a big “little” incentive 
to � nd strong income with a � exible work 
schedule. “I had to leave my little boy with 
someone else several days a week,” explains 
the young Australian mother. “He’s 18 
months old. I wanted to stay with him, and 
it’s what drove me to make a change and 
make it work.”

The “it” was SeneGence. Lucia was 
intrigued by a video her mother-in-law had 
posted of a young lady putting lipstick on 
and not having it come off. Lucia ordered 
the SeneGence lip color and loved it. She 
thought if she loved the product so much, 
other women would too. She started in 
March 2015 and has since been able to 
quit her other job to focus on marketing, 
mothering and sharing the truly unique 
products available only through SeneGence. 
Today, Lucia heads a large, successful team 
of distributors in Australia that is growing 
every day. “This was exactly what I needed,” 
she says. 

GLOBALGLOBALGOING GLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGLOBALGLOBALwi�  styleGLOBALKate Trevean
SAPPHIRE CROWN PRINCESS

MELBOURNE, VICTORIA, 
AUSTRALIA

Facebook, family and fate came together 
to bring Kate Trevean to SeneGence. While 
she was on maternity leave with her 5-week-
old baby and 2-year-old son, she saw a 
friend’s Facebook post on SeneGence and 
LipSense. Kate tried the product, loved it 
and signed up as a customer so she could 
get the discount. “Others were wowed,” she 
says. That’s when she knew she could “give 
it a go.” Kate started of� cially in January 
2015 with 15 team members and the hope 
to make a little extra money. Today, Kate 
has more than 1,100 team members and 
was able to leave the job that took her away 
from her children. 

In less than a year, Kate was contributing 
more substantially to her family income 
than ever before. Her business is almost 
entirely in Australia, and she uses Facebook 
to demonstrate and promote the products. 
She’s a natural-born model but has a 
very approachable style. There’s no secret 
formula for success, according to Kate. 
“I’m not special or extra-talented. I’m just 
persistent. If you stick to it and stay positive, 
hard work pays off!”

of distributors in Australia that is growing 
every day. “This was exactly what I needed,” 
she says. 

MELBOURNE, 
AUSTRALIA

If you stick 
to it and stay 
positive, hard 

work pays off!

This was 
exactly what 

I needed.
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B Y  K . C .  B A R L O W

FUTURES AHEAD
BRIGHT 

Leading ladies within SeneGence join 
hands to help each other to the top.
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SUCCESS IN 

SeneGence TAKES 
MANY FORMS, BUT 

THE COMPANY’S 
RISING STARS ALL 
HAVE ONE THING 

IN COMMON—
THE DESIRE TO 

DREAM BIG. WITH 
CONFIDENCE AND 

AN INSPIRING ZEST 
FOR LIFE, THESE 

DISTRIBUTORS TURN 
CHALLENGES INTO 

OPPORTUNITIES 
AND EMBRACE THE 

BEST VERSION OF 
THEMSELVES.

 READ ON FOR 
MORE OF THEIR 

STORIES!
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P R O F I L E S  BRIGHT FUTURES AHEAD 

Casey Rubly
Ruby Crown Prince� 

Enid, Oklahoma

J’Dena
Burke 
Counte� 
Bu� alo, Oklahoma

SeneGence has provided full-time 
schoolteacher Casey Rubly something 
she never thought possible—� nancial 
freedom. “I will be going on a cruise 

for the � rst time in my life with 
my fellow SeneSisters, traveling to 
California with my downline and 

taking a paid vacation to Vancouver 
with my husband,” she says. “It’s just 

endless excitement. With this company, 
I feel accomplished every day!” 

J’Dena Burke is living 
proof that SeneGence can 
make dreams come true. 
The extra income she’s 
earned has allowed her to 
operate her own successful 
boutique. “I have gained an 
extra boost of con� dence 
by surrounding myself 
with some of the most 
positive women,” J’Dena 
says. “I truly believe it 
is all about empowering 
women to be the very best 
version of themselves!”

Lyndsi Hulen 
Prince� 
Elk City, Oklahoma Kari Jo Podany 

Crown Prince� 
Norman, Oklahoma
Kari Jo Podany joined 
SeneGence because she loves 
lipstick. She stuck with it 
because it turned into a 
rewarding business. “It’s 
empowering for women,” she 
says. “They truly believe in all 
of us.” Kari Jo has seen her 
con� dence grow as she meets 
increasingly ambitious goals. 
“I am helping provide for my 
family and our future, and I’m 
having fun while doing it!”

After stay-at-home mom Lyndsi Hulen joined SeneGence, 
she found the best of both worlds. “Amazingly 
enough, I am still a stay-at-home mom, and now I’m 
contributing tremendously to our family income,” she 
says. “We have gained � nancial freedom!” Growing her 
team has boosted Lyndsi’s con� dence to new heights. 
“This opportunity has forever changed my life, and 
I feel blessed to work with such amazing women!” 
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J’Dena
Burke 
Counte� 
Bu� alo, Oklahoma

Lauren Jordan 
Crown Prince� 
Edmond, Oklahoma
The most profound impact SeneGence 
has made on Lauren Jordan’s life can’t 
be measured in dollars and cents. “I 
have gained so much more than fabulous 
products and monthly checks,” she says. 
“I have been introduced to amazing 
women who are now my good friends.” 
She wants other women to realize they 
can have a solid future with SeneGence. 
“It has become reality for me, and I 
want everyone to have a piece of it!”

Kari Jo Podany 
Crown Prince� 
Norman, Oklahoma

Jacqui Burns
Counte� 
Point C� k, Victoria, 
Australia
Jacqui Burns knows what it takes 
to be successful in SeneGence—
dedication, heart and a daring 
imagination. “What’s amazing is 
you don’t really have to try to share 
it,” she says. Thanks to SeneGence, 
Jacqui has funded holidays to 
Thailand and Fiji, paid for laser eye 
surgery and formed friendships with 
an amazing sisterhood. “We inspire 
each other and share ideas as we 
challenge ourselves,” she says. “You 
will never regret doing something 
extraordinary with your life!”

Ashley Cogburn
Prince� 

Elk City, Oklahoma
When Ashley Cogburn faces a challenge 

with her SeneGence business, she 
doesn’t get rattled. “I have a whole new 
sisterhood of people I can rely on,” she 
says. “We are supportive of each other 
because we know success is possible.” 

Ashley has helped her family eliminate 
almost all of their debt, and she has 

excelled personally at skills such as public 
speaking. “I really do have much more 

self-con� dence,” she says. “You just 
have to jump in and have a great time!”

Megan 
Broderick
Crown Prince� 
Ada, Oklahoma
Megan Broderick’s success 
in SeneGence is changing 
her family from the inside 
out. Not only has this 
passionate schoolteacher 
been able to create peace 
of mind by reducing her 
husband’s student loan 
debt, but she now has 
the means to � nancially 
help needy students in her 
classroom. “The great 
thing about adding to our 
income is being able to give 
back,” Megan says. “It’s 
such a ful� lling, humbling 
experience and something I 
want my daughter, Charlee, 
to learn from a young age.” 
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HHello Lovely,
Whether you’ve been part of our family for 

years or are just learning about our company, 
I hope this magazine offers you some insight 
on how we believe in doing business as well as 
on what the SeneGence brand and our Leader 
Distributors stand for. Since the SeneGence 
journey began two decades ago, much has 
changed but our values and goals have not. We 
remain committed to quality and giving women 
the opportunity to love what they do and make 
money doing it while improving the lives of those 
they touch. 

From the beginning, the entire SeneGence 
team has been determined to offer women a 
fair and generous compensation plan, with no 
ceiling on how successful they can become. Our 
collection of shades and products that really work 
has grown to over 300 and will continue to grow 
as we discover new technologies and improve our 
formulas to be the best they can be. We’ve never 
wavered from our goal of offering the highest-
quality products and the most valuable programs 
to help our Distributors succeed, and we never 
will! However, we are so much more than great 
products and a fabulous career opportunity.

Aside from our “products and a career that 
really work,” we are a mighty corps of women 
determined to make a difference in the world 
with an even bigger underlying mission—to offer 
love, support and hope for our families, friends 
and communities. We believe in “choosing to live 
life in abundance” by teaching those who join 
us successful and prosperous business practices 
in a loving and safe environment. We encourage 
our Distributors to model these supportive 
and loving practices because they reverberate 
throughout the lives of our families, creating our 
hope for the future. Our Royal Ranks of women 
are collectively committed to making a global 
difference, one country at a time.

The future of SeneGence is sparkling bright. 

SEALED WITH A KISS

We have spent years laying a strong foundation 
for growth and success as we continue to build 
and expand the products, opportunities and 
positive impact on communities. We will never 
stop learning from our successes or our mistakes. 
We will never stop making improvements to help 
you achieve your dreams and goals, as together 
we work to build a better future for our families, 
friends and communities. That is my promise to 
you. 

Each and every Distributor and Customer 
of SeneGence is near and dear to my heart, and 
every day I give thanks to those who have chosen 
to walk this path with me. I cannot wait to see 
how many lives this company will touch over the 
next few years. We are here to stay, and welcome 
all to this amazing journey.

Choose to live life in love and abundance… 
then work for it!

All my love to you,

1
SENESYNERGY & ETHICS

Striving always to do the 
right thing to support our 

communities of Distributors 
and abundantly empower 
others to promote success 

and growth. 

2
GROWTH & 

ENHANCEMENT

SeneGence is 
committed to providing 

our Distributors and 
employees equal growth 

opportunities through 
positive experiences and 

relationships. 

3
TECHNOLOGY

The development of 
products is a priority. With 

our exclusive, patented and 
proprietary technologies, 
we are always working on 

revolutionary products. 

4
FAMILY

SeneGence supports and 
nurtures the concept of 

family units, believing the 
support of the family is the 
basic framework of a safe, 

stable and prosperous 
society. 

5
LOYALTY

Our employees, Distributors 
and partners are loyal to the 

company’s vision, mission 
and beliefs. 

from Joni STEADFAST
VALUES

SENEGENCE
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A revolutionary, anti-aging 
moisturizer for all skin types, 
Climate Control is a proprietary 
formulation of two separate 
and extremely eff ective delivery 
systems, combined into one 
advanced technology.

PURE HYDRATION with
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COLOR WHERE IT 
SHOULD BE with

Patented long-lasting lip color that is unlike any 
lipstick or stain you have ever tried. LipSense is 
waterproof, kiss-proof and stays exactly in place for 
up to 18 amazing hours without drying your lips. 
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